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Frank Watters and Tony Tuckson in the artist’s Wahroonga studio, choosing works for Tuckson’s first solo exhibition at Watters Gallery, Sydney, 1970; 
image and photo courtesy Margaret Tuckson 

Frank Watters in conversation with Noni Farwell (background), with Tony Tuckson (foreground, right), at the artist’s 1970 solo exhibition at Watters Gallery, Sydney;  
image and photo courtesy Margaret Tuckson
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Watters Gallery is not – as some others are – like a 
branch of  the Sydney Stock Exchange.1 

Showing at Watters Gallery has allowed me into a 
circle that means something, where the evolutions of  
the artist oeuvre is the most important thing.2

We have found that, slowly, every serious collector in 
Australia	eventually	finds	their	way	to	us.3 

When I was at high school in Nowra in the late 1980s, 
I was blessed to have a couple of  really great art 
teachers. I think they responded to my natural 

enthusiasm and, in turn, their enthusiasm for art was passed on 
to me. I remember one of  the teachers, Michael Beare, giving 
us a talk about Tony Tuckson. Maybe we even watched a 
video. I’m not sure, but I do remember the pictures. Mr Beare 
told us that when he was at art school he had seen Tuckson’s 
legendary second show at Watters Gallery in 1973. He told us 
about the paintings hanging in the gallery on rough sheets of  
masonite and he still seemed beguiled by them. This felt to me 
like what art was, and what it should be, both as a maker and 
for an audience. 

It wasn’t long after, in 1990, that two friends and I 
drove	to	Sydney	from	Nowra	–	a	five-hour	round	trip	–	to	see	
a	James	Gleeson	show	at	Watters.	This	one	in	the	first	flush	of 	
art love: amazing. When I went on to study and work in 
Wollongong, Watters loomed large. Ron Lambert, a painter 
who deserves to be much more widely collected and exhibited, 
was the senior statesman of  the Wollongong art scene and a 
teacher at West Wollongong TAFE, and had shown with 
Watters from its beginning.4 Maybe it’s partly due to Frank 
Watters’s own biography – as someone who grew up in the 
regions, and who has been greatly supportive of  the regional 
gallery system – that helped Watters Gallery feel more 
welcoming than many other chic Sydney spaces. (This could 
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even have something to do with the gallery’s architecture. 
Frank or Geoffrey – one or the other – always seems to be 
there behind the desk, not hidden away behind closed doors.)

I wanted to start with this piece of  personal history 
because most people I respect and admire in the art world 
have a Watters story. I can remember Ben Quilty telling me 
about meeting Frank Watters as a young student and receiving 
a really honest appraisal of  his work at a time when most 
other doors were shut. I imagine that this sort of  advice to a 
young artist from someone as deeply respected as Frank 
Watters would be a life-changing moment. 

In the arc of  time that stretches loosely from its 
formation in 1964 with the partnership between Frank 
Watters and Geoffrey and Alex Legge, and particularly after 
its 1969 move to Riley Street in East Sydney, to the early 
1980s, Watters Gallery was at the forefront of  radical 
contemporary practice in this country. In 1970 Watters had its 
first	solo	show	of 	the	work	of 	Tony	Tuckson,	who	was	then	
assistant director of  the Art Gallery of  New South Wales. 
Little sold, but Tuckson’s abilities and power as a painter – he 
is arguably Australia’s most important postwar artist with his 
intuitive and conceptual amalgamation of  art from European 
and Australian Indigenous sources – would see him create a 
new lingua franca for Australian painting. 

Running parallel with this stream at Watters Gallery 
during the 1970s was a radical disruptive performance 
program which saw a succession of  events, from ‘Sunbathing 
with Savart’ (1970) through to the legendary, though sparsely 
documented, ‘The Joe Bonomo Story: A Show of  Strength’ 
(1972).5 Concurrent was a program of  experimental, jazz and 
classical musical performances.6

Watters is sometimes neglected in the current revision 
of  radical practices in Australia. It especially suffers in 
comparison to a space like Inhibodress that, while 
undoubtedly important, represents only one stream of  
conceptual practice at work in Australia in the 1970s. Watters, 
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Opening night of  Peter Poulet’s exhibition at Watters Gallery, Sydney, 28 May 2014; 
image courtesy and © Bob Newman

Geoffrey Legge (with Bruce Petty) at Peter Poulet’s exhibition opening, Watters Gallery, 
Sydney, 28 May 2014; image courtesy and © Bob Newman  
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on the other hand, while being very much a venue for radical 
post-object practices, still had one foot in the world of  objects 
by virtue of  being a commercial space. Many of  the artists 
drawn to Watters probably felt the same way – both 
challenged by the possibilities of  conceptualism, but still 
enamoured with the old traditions of  painting and sculpture. 
These factors mean that if  you want to get a sense of  
Australian conceptualism and what makes it so distinctive, 
Watters is where you start.

Nor was Watters afraid to look at artforms now 
considered marginal in both a cultural and political sense. 
Take, for example, ‘Walls Sometimes Speak’ (1977), which 
exhibited the prints of  earthworks and associated political 
poster studios, or ‘The D’Oyley Show’ (1979), an exhibition of  
the doily collection being assembled by the Women’s Domestic 
Needlework Group at the Tin Sheds.7 Similarly, a one-night 
exhibition of  gay and lesbian artists in 1978 was also an act of  
cultural and social rebellion.8

This fearlessness also extended to other artforms such 
as ceramics, with exhibitions by Aleks Danko, Margaret Dodd, 
Joan Grounds and Lorraine Jenyns, among others. Although 
not a ceramics show per se, ‘Ocker Funk’ (1975) was in spirit a 
nod to the funk ceramics then coming out of  California, 
approached with a particular type of  antipodean vernacular 
humour – the latter being another very particular trait of  Oz 
conceptualism.

In the context of  this essay, it’s too easy to turn the 
Watters program into a sketchy schematic list, and to do it 
justice would demand a major publication. But it’s important 
to say that most of  the shows aforementioned (and many more 
not mentioned) were pivotal moments in Australian art. Each 
in its own way changed it – some slightly, others profoundly. 
It’s hard to think of  the program of  any other commercial 
space during this time to which this would apply. 

That’s not to say that the niche Watters Gallery has 
carved for itself  in more recent times is any less relevant. It’s just 
that fashion in art has never been something that Watters has 
seemed interested to pursue. Where other galleries may have 
chopped and changed rosters, Watters’s emphasis has, instead, 
shifted to providing a supportive environment for its artists. 

When Redfern’s Legge Gallery, which was established 
by Geoffrey’s son and daughter Jasper and Zoë in 1990, was 
brought into the Watters fold in 2009, a new group of  younger 
artists provided an important injection of  ideas, bolstering the 
more senior artists who have had long-term relationships with 
the gallery. It could be said that these senior artists hold a 

talismanic sway over some of  their young contemporaries. As 
Joe Frost, one of  the Legge Gallery ‘transfers’, says:

For me, one of  the legacies of  the gallery in its 50 years 
is that it’s been the site of  a local history of  the drawn 
mark. Whether it’s sculptors who drew, like Oliffe 
Richmond and Robert Klippel, or brush-drawers like 
Tony Tuckson, John Peart and Ken Whisson, then 
Virginia Coventry and Roger Crawford ... even a 
painter like James Gleeson used gesture as part of  a 
highly structured composition. But that’s just one of  
many themes you could identify in the gallery’s 50 years. 
There has also been a distinctive lineage of  colourists, 
and an idiosyncratic spirit in many of  the artists. It’s a 
very rich history, and it feels like those precursors are 
present	in	the	building,	which	I	find	inspiring.9

Watters for me is still at the forefront of  a particular 
kind of  contemporary practice. One that places the artist in 
the foreground and where there is an emphasis always on the 
work. As a curator interested in artists who have sometimes 
suffered from collective curatorial amnesia, it is refreshing to 
visit Watters Gallery which has occasionally belligerently, often 
presciently, stayed true to their artists when the vagaries of  the 
art	world	have	moved	on	–	for	fashion	is	fleeting	while	style	
and class last forever.
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